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Recent advances in design and operation of the
internal F I G sources at the LBL 88-Inch Cyclotron have
led to the development of high charge state
(0.4 <Q/h <0.S) heavy ion beams between lithium and
neon with energies 20 :£ E/A ;£ 32 MeV ©er nucleon,
including fully stripped ions up to l^O *.
Total
external intensities of these break range frost 1 0
particles/s for ^Li. * to 0.1 particles/a for 0 .
Techniques hav« been developed for routine tune-out
of the lew Intensity beams. These include use of nodal
beams and reliance on the large systematic data base
of cyclotron parameters which has been developed over
many years of operation. Techniques for delivery of
these weak beams to the experimental target arose are
presented. Source design and operation, including
special problems essociated with Ll, Be and B beams
are discussed.
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Introduction

Cover The emphasis in heavy ion nuclear physics has, in
recent years, shifted markedly to experiments requiring
higher and higher beam energies. These demands are
being net in part by construction of new accelerators
such as the HSU superconducting cyclorron and the use
of sophisticated injection systems such as at the
Sevalac and Holifield machines. There ia, in addition,
a very strong demand on existing smaller cyclotrons to
increase their heavy ion energy capabilities by
accelerating higher charge state ions, in order to
meet present experimental needs* several new beams
have been developed using the internal PIG source at
the Berkeley 88-Inch Cyclotron. Mont heavy ion beams
that have been developed over the past eight years
have been magnetic field limited at K- 140 MeV.
(Efforts to inere&se the current output of the main
magnet power supply are in progress and one bean has
been accelerated at K - 145 MeV.) Fully stripped heavy
ions at X -140 MeV, can be accelerated to 35 MeV/
nucleon. The reliability of the three-channel electro
static deflection system becomes marginal for beams
with energy/charge ratio E/Q > 60, but with adequate
voltage conditioning it has been possible to obtain
external beam intensities "0.5 en*, .of 140 MaV alpha
particle* (E/Q- 70). This beam will serve as an
analogue in pretunlng the cyclotron and beam transport
systems for lower intensity 35 HeV/nucleon heavy ions.
This technique has already been used successfully for
several experiments requiring h avy ion beams at
32 HeV/nucleon.
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Ion Source
The internal PIG source for the es-xnch Cyclotron
was first developed in the early 1970's and i* des
cribed at an earlier conference!. The source design
used in the present work ie shown in Pig. 1. Though
similar to the source described in Kef. 1, it has
undergone slight modification to improve reliability and
high charge state performance. The source; shown In
Fig. 1 has a bore diameter of 9.4 am end was used for
the *Li3* and Htr* beams discussed below. For good
production of the heavier beams reported in this paper,
anodes having a 4.7 sat bore diameter t**ra used. The
narrower bore anodes have a shorter lifetime, but
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Fig. 1. Schematic cross section of the internal PIG
source of the 68-Inch Cyclotron, The anode shown has
a 9.4 mm diameter bore and wee used for the Li and Be
beams reported in this paper.

produce >10 times the intensity of the higher charge
stete beams. Typical lifetimes for sources producing
fully stripped heavy ions at maximum intensity is
2-3 hours. An *r extractor electrode at d«e potential
is used with the internal source.
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For a l l of the beams diecuaeeA in this paper,
proper arc conditions ware found to be very important.
In particular, a high arc voltage (0.8-2.0 kV] i s a
necessary condition for good production. The higher
DIETS
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the ionization potentials ME the ion, tht mora important
the arc voltage raquiranent. Arc currants as low as
-1 A tor L i and B e * and -*2 A for heavier ions are
adequate provided the axe voltage is sufficiently high*
Various methods of inducing a high arc voltage mode
of operation axe utilised. These include use of a
narrow bore PIG anode, improving the cooling of the
cathode, pulsing the arc, and simultaneous reducing
of the arc current and source gas. It should be noted
that the arc impedance characteristics change somewhat
as the sources grow older and do not repeat exactly
froa source change to source change. Consequently
the experience and skill of the operator has been
an important factor in obtaining consistently good
soured performance.
3 +

after a long Be run reveeled only below-tolerance
levels of Be contamination.
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The beam intensities quoted in this paper can
normally be obtained under do arc conditions. At
present there is only limited experience with these
beans, but pulsing the arc (20-20,000 Hz, 20-S0% duty
factor) usually increases the intensity. Occasionally
the arc will operate in a self-pulsed soda (-100 Hz).
That is, even when operating with a highly regulated
dc series tube power supply, the arc will oscillate
en and off with high peak arc voltages. While this
usually produces a high average bean current, it is
often disadvantageous for users doing coincidence
work. This self-pulsing mechanism is not well under
stood and further study might improve our overall
understanding of ion source behaviour.
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For B
and, ft * beams, unlihe the lower charge
states of B, we have not yat been able to develop
a solid uource feed which is competitive i» production
with B F gas or BCI3 vapor. Because of the hazardous
nature of these gases* a well-ventilated, shielded
area has been constructed for the source bottle (usually
a^M&theson-type lecture bottle). The gas is trans
ferred via is B i long stainless.steel line to special
stainless steel needle valves for metering gas into
the source. This transfer U n a is equipped with a
dedicated mechanical pump and a B purging ays tea.
Careful maintenance of this line is crucial to troublefree operation of the needle valves. Both B
and
B
have been, produced with intensities **300 enA.
The 3%5+fefjot * c^xy recently obtained Cat 250 KeV)
and an external beam intensity of 1-2 enA was observed.
The boron results ware achieved using the narrow
4.7 mm anode bore.
4
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Cyclotron and ggwisport U n e Tuning
Over many years of operation of the 88-lneh
Cyclotron, a large and systematic data base of machine
parameters has evolved . This has proven to be a
great asset in tuning out new beams, especially those
whose intensities are below the sensitivity of our
conventional beam monitoring gear. In many cases
a high intensity analogue beam is available (such
as alphas for " C * , «
etc.). Another (less
obvious) example of analogue beams is found in the
machine settings for 426 MeV « 0 ' , Both H
and
%e
beams have been run using essentially the same
cyclotron settings. The calculated phase histories of
426 HeV 0
and several % « * * beams are shown in
Fig. 2. using a trim coil solution optimized by the
computer code CVOB for 426 MeV i V * . It ia eaen from
Fig. 2 that the differing isochronous requirements for
acceleration of these two ions can be minimised by
chooiing an appropriate % e
beam «ner<r*. In this case
a Be energy of 245.5 HeV is best matched to the 1&0~*
txia coil solution. This approximate phase history
matching is believed to result from first order
compensation of t M radial magnetic field profile due
2
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Special source and handling problems for Li,
Be and B beams are worthy of mention. Lithium is
introduced into the source as LIP in a manner described
in sef. 1. A thin seai-cylindral sleeve made of
tantalum is inserted coaxially into the anode bore,
it is loaded uniformly with Lip by heating the sleeve
with an acetylene torch to a red hot condition,
permitting the LiF to flow evenly over the entire
surface. Excess LiF is filed off. Cathode "buttons"
consisting of -40% LiP and -60* Ta (by volume)
hydraulically pressed at 80,000 lbs/in axe also used.
it is important to start operation of each source
at low arc power S~S.5 kS). This power can be increased
through the life of the source to * 2.S XW. Too much
arc power at the beginning of a new source shortens
its productive lifetime. External bean intensities
of 300-SQQ enA can be maintained throughout a 4-5
hour average source life. Use of a larger source
exit slit enhances the RF bach bombardment; mechanism
and generally improves Intensities.
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Be * beams at 200 and 246 HeV were recently
developed at the 88-Inch Cyclotron. The source feed
consisted of a 6.25 mm x 6.25 mm x 10 ra Be metal
block held in place behind the source slit by the
Ta back insert shown in Fig. 1. CThs shape of the
Be block was kept simple to minimise the machining
of this hazardous material.) The back insert was
hollowed out and the Ba block coulC be held in place
using a prsss fit. Best results were obtained with
a 1.5-2 mm protrusion of the Se into idle arc bore.
significantly norm beam was obtained when the source
slit was increased in width from 3 mm to 3,75 mm.
The slit height was held constant at 6.25 mm. It
was possible to maintain external beam intensities
of -100 enA over a 4 to 5 hour source life.
Due to the toxic nature of Be, great care had
to be exceic-ised in preparing and cleaning the sources.
Ail source hcixtling was done in a vented glove box
maintained at a slight negative pressure. Ion source
parts were substantially Bt-contaminated at the end
of a Be run and had to be subjected to a specially
developed ultrasonic cleaning procedure before the
parts could be released for unrestricted service.
Swipes of the center region components of the cyclotron
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fig. 2. fhase histories for several beams calculated
with the computer code CVDE using a trim coil solution
optimized for 426 HiV **0 +.
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Heavy ions which are presently accelerated by
the SB-Inch Cyclotron to energies from 20 to 32 MeV/
nucleon are shown in Table 1. The observed external
Intensities of these beans ore plotted in Fig. 3 as
a function of total ionization potential. Since we
have only limited experience vlth some of these beams,
further improvements in Intensity are expected (for
example with te *), Figure 3 does, however, provJ.de
a rough guide to intensities which can be expected
for other high charge state beams.
ls

Future Plans
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Heavy i o n beans between 20-32 MeV/nucleon,
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Use of the beams discussed in this paper is
expected to increase over the next few years. Develop
ment of an external atate-of-the art PIC "source is
in progress. A project to increase the K of the
cyclotron to perhaps as high as 160 MeV is underway.
Further study of the vertical focusing limit of the
BB-inch Cyclotron nay be required to ensure full
utilization of an increased X value* iapcovementa
to the present deflector system to increase its
reliability foe these rigid beams are planned.
Table 1-
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Some sensitive beam monitoring equipment has
been installed in various beam lines to facilitate
both cyclotron toning and beass transport. X positionable Si(ti> detector/scatter foil arrangeaent. located
in the exit beam line provides a readout for primary
beam intensities of 10" - 1 0 particles/*. The
signals frost this detector drive a count rate meter
' which is itsed to cptiaite cyclotron settings.
. Very sensitive phosphors and standard television
monitoring equipment axe used to visually observe
> beam focusing with heavy ion intensities as low as
1 electrical picoaatp. Plastic scintillators coupled
to photomultipllec tubes are also used in certain
beam lines. These can monitor intensities from 10"
to 10*° particles/s and provide tome beam energy
resolution. In a recent experiment at the 38-Inch
cyclotron, a Ta energy degxader was pieced over onehalf of the scintillator so that the resulting two*
component energy spectrum could be used to provida
left-right beam aligmwsnt signals.
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to saturation effects in the sain magnet. A staple
nethod foz estimating this Matching ha* been developed
and appear* to be in good agreement with computer
calculated phase histories. Thin has saved such
computer and beam development time.
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